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Surrendering Credits for Compliance 2012

31st December 2012

- End of compliance year, calculate total emissions from previous 12 months.
- External verification of emissions calculation.

31st March 2013

- Verification of emissions complete and verified emissions balance loaded into registry system.
- External verifier sent message from registry system to approve emissions figure uploaded.

30th April 2013

- Deadline for submitting credits for compliance in registry account to cover verified emissions.
- Credits submitted can be entirely EU Allowances or combination of EU allowances and UN offsets.
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Disclaimer

- The services referred to in this presentation are provided by Britannic Energy Trading Limited (BETL).
- This presentation and its contents have been provided to you for informational purposes only. This information is not advice on or a recommendation of any of the matters described herein, whether they consist of financing structures (including, but not limited to senior debt, subordinated debt and equity, production payments and producer loans), investments, financial instruments, hedging strategies or any combination of such matters and no information contained herein constitutes an offer or solicitation by or on behalf of BP p.l.c. or any of its subsidiaries (collectively "BP") to enter into any contractual arrangement relating to such matters. BP makes no representations or warranties, express or implied, regarding the accuracy, adequacy, reasonableness or completeness of the information, assumptions or analysis contained herein or in any supplemental materials, and BP accepts no liability in connection therewith. The actual terms and conditions of any contract or specific arrangement that may be entered into between you and BP may differ from the arrangements described in this presentation. BP deals and trades in energy related products and may have positions consistent with or different from those discussed herein.

- There is no assurance that the structures described herein will hedge risks the recipient may incur in the operation of its business. You should obtain your own tax, legal and other advice.